Appendix E – Eight Initial Alternatives
**ALTERNATIVE 6**

**PROS**
- Connects road to current standards
- Significantly improved safety
- Provides a contiguous corridor
- Enhances traffic flow
- Enhances regional connectivity
- Improves roadway down deceased hill
- Provides a unique curve in 200
- Mitigates issues with railroad crossings

**CONS**
- Significantly adds further routes to maintain

**LEVIEND**
- KY 536 Alternate
- Residential impact limits
- Schools/ownership
- Parks/lands
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ALTERNATIVE 8

PROS

- Brings road to current standards
- Significantly improves safety
- Provides a contiguous corridor
- Reduces travel time
- Enhances regional connectivity
- Improves roadway down Valley Hill
- Routes I-71 new away from most
- Reduced east of I-71

CONS

- Significantly adds future work to maintain
- Impact farmable land

LEGEND

- KY 536 Alternative
- Existing Impact Limits
- Residential
- Commercial
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